Kyle – U.S. History

Comparing Lives and Lifestyles – Modern Teens and Colonial Slaves
Personal space and possessions





Read “Outlying Farms – Slave Quarters”, the story about a day in the life of Lydia, a young female slave at Mount
Vernon.
After completing the reading you will draw Lydia’s cabin and possessions as described in the story on one side of
the graph paper. Draw the cabin based on the dimensions described in the reading. Use 1 square on paper to
represent 1 foot in real life.
Draw and label Lydia’s major possessions that were described in the story and place them inside the drawing of
her cabin. Unless specifically stated, you’ll put these items wherever they would best fit. Use the same scale of
1 square = 1 foot in real life and estimate the size of the items.
At the bottom of the page, list all of Lydia’s possessions, as described in the story.

NEXT…for homework





On the other side of your graph paper, draw an outline of your bedroom as accurately as you’re able. Draw your
room using the same scale you used for Lydia’s cabin (1 square = 1 foot).
Draw and label some of your larger, more important, belongings where they are located in your room. This
would include items such as a bed, computer, desk, dresser, stereo, fish tank, thigh master, etc.
On the bottom of the paper (or in the margins) list all of the items you own – your possessions. Group similar
items together, such as “12 pairs of pants” or “40 computer games”. Try to be as thorough as possible. You may
find some things you forgot you owned as a result of this activity!
Lastly, write a paragraph to explain why a modern teen should never utter the phrase, “I’m treated no better
than a slave.” Think of specific examples from this activity as well as other facts you have learned about slavery
during this unit. Use a separate sheet of paper, if necessary.

